Abstract A combination of drift distortion removal and spatial distortion removal are performed to correct Scan ning Electron Microscope (SEM) images at both ×200 and ×10,000 magnification. Using multiple, time spaced images and in plane rigid body motions to extract the relative displacement field throughout the imaging process, results from numerical simulations clearly demonstrate that the correction procedures successfully remove both drift and spatial distortions with errors on the order of ±0.02 pixels. A series of 2D translation and tensile loading experiments are performed in an SEM for magnifications at ×200 and ×10,000, where both the drift and spatial distortion removal methods described above are applied to correct the digital images and improve the accuracy of measurements obtained using 2D DIC. Results from translation and loading experiments indicate that (a) the fully corrected displacement components have nearly random variability with standard deviation of 0.02 pixels (≈25 nm at ×200 and ≈0.5 nm at ×10,000) in each displacement component and (b) the measured strain fields are unbiased and in excellent agreement with expected results, with a spatial resolution of 43 pixels (≈54 μm at ×200 and ≈1.1 μm at ×10,000) and a standard deviation on the order of 6 ×10 5 for each component.
Introduction
Accurate calibration of single camera [1, 2] or stereo vision systems at the micro scale, including the determination and correction of the underlying distortions in the measurement process, has received limited attention in the literature. One reason for this difficulty is the complexity of high magnification imaging systems, resulting in non parametric distortions that invalidate the common approaches for identifying and removing distortions in simple lens systems [3, 4] .
In his pioneering work, Schreier et al. proposed a new methodology to calibrate accurately any imaging sensor by correcting a priori for spatial distortion using a non parametric model [5] . The correction process transforms the imaging sensor plane into a virtual distortion free sensor plane using simple translations of a speckled or gridded planar target. If a speckled target is translated, then the same target can be used to perform camera calibration of the distortion corrected virtual imaging sensor using un known arbitrary motions. As opposed to classical calibra tion techniques (relying on a dedicated target marked with fiducial points), this approach can be applied using any randomly textured planar object. This type of distortion depends only on the pixel position in the image and is designated as spatial distortion in this work.
Due to the nature of white light, optical imaging systems are limited to a maximum resolution that corresponds to a magnification of ≈×1,000. For higher spatial resolution imaging, systems based on electron microscopy (such as an SEM) have been used successfully. Since the physics of electron microscopy is quite different from optical micros copy, it became apparent early in the studies that a novel image analysis procedure, image model and calibration process would be necessary so that accurate measurements could be extracted from the digitized SEM images. For example, SEM systems have not only spatial distortion but also a temporally varying distortion, oftentimes known as drift distortion. In fact, most papers and even commercial SEM measurement systems simply ignore these effects and consider a pure projection model [6 11] . Though a few authors do take into account distortion (considering parametric distortion models [12 14] ), the effect of drift distortion is generally not considered in experimental studies [15] .
In a recent study, the authors proposed an imaging model and a distortion correction methodology to remove both drift and spatial distortions from SEM images [16] , demonstrating that the method is effective for correcting SEM images at relatively low magnification.
In this study, "Scan Process Modeling in an SEM" and "Imaging Model for Planar Object" Sections presents additional details for the method described in [16] . "Numerical Simulations" Section presents numerical simu lation results confirming that the procedure for quantifying drift and spatial distortion is effective. "Experiments" Section overviews the pattern development, experimental setup and image acquisition procedures, presenting results from a series of 2D experiments using an SEM to obtain data at ×200 and ×10,000 magnifications. "Discussion" Section discusses the results and highlights key aspects of the measurement methodology. "Concluding Remarks" Section provides concluding remarks.
Scan Process Modeling in an SEM
As discussed in Part I, each SEM image is generated pixel by pixel following a rastering process. Each pixel requires a dwell time, t D , to define the "intensity" of image at that location, so that the required scanning time for an entire row, t R , and an entire frame, t F , of image are given by
where W is the width of the image in pixels and H is the height of image in pixels, t J is the time delay in seconds for repositioning the e beam and stabilizing it to the next row. 1 Since the (x, y ) position in the image is in direct correspon dence with the scan time, one can write
where 0 x W À 1 and 0 y H À 1. Thus, t =0 corresponds to the beginning of the scan for pixel (0,0). Equation (3) implies that two pixel positions, and hence two times, will generally experience much different drift functions. Such differences have been observed for con secutive rows in an image, with a clearly defined shift in drift measured when moving from the last pixel in one row to the first pixel in the next row. If one considers the time delay between acquiring consecutive images, then the total time from the beginning of the scan for the first image to the current time in the nth image for a given location (x,y) is written
where t n is the recorded delay time between images.
Imaging Model for Planar Object
It is assumed that (a) the specimen is nearly planar, (b) translations and/or rotations occur within the plane of the specimen, and (c) deformations applied to the specimen occur within the plane of the specimen. Thus, the imaging process can be viewed as being a plane to plane transformation. Assuming a perspective projection model for the imaging process, the equations in terms of undistorted coordinates in the image plane can be written in the simple form
where (x,y) T are in pixel coordinates; (M x ,M y ) T transform object coordinates (x 0 ,y 0 )
T into the sensor plane and have units pixel/mm on the object and (C x ,C y )
T designates the location of the image center in the sensor plane. Additional "sensor plane scale factors" may be determined by manufacturer information regarding the physical size of the pixels that are used to digitize the image, though their values are not required unless the true magnification factor is desired. As shown in equation (5) , there are four unknown parameters in the image model.
Image Distortions in an SEM
It is assumed that the distortions in an SEM can be repre sented by drift and spatial vector functions [16] . First,
T is defined as the drift distortion function in two orthogonal directions, where t is the scan time and t ∈ [0,∞). Second, D sp (r)=D sp (x,y) is defined as the spatial distortion function in two orthogonal directions, where r=(x,y)
T is the undistorted pixel position of a point on the image plane. Thus, the distorted position R of the point can be written;
Since the distorted positions of points, R, are the measurable quantities using DIC, the inverse functions for both drift and spatial distortion are the quantities obtained during the calibration process 2 so that the undistorted (ideal) positions of the points, r, can be estimated.
Drift Distortion
Drift distortion, or temporally varying distortion, is present at all magnifications in an SEM, though it is particularly noticeable at high magnification. Figure 1 presents mea surements of the vertical drift displacement from the beginning to the end of a scan for images acquired at three different times. The data shows three trends that the authors have observed at all magnifications. First, there is random, pixel to pixel noise throughout the scan process. Second, drift displacement changes with time in a non linear manner. Third, the magnitude of the relative drift within each image changes with time. As shown in Fig. 1 , the drift distortion within an image ranges up to 0.37 out of 1,024 pixels, introducing a strain error of ≈3.7×10
4 . To quantify the drift distortion at each pixel throughout an experiment, several approaches have been investigated.
Preliminary experiments demonstrated that a global model cannot adequately represent experimental observations whereas a local model will provide good agreement with experimental measurements. Based on these investigations, a novel drift correction procedure has been developed [16] that is consistent with experimentally observed SEM imaging.
Spatial Distortion
In simple lens systems, e.g. a typical digital camera, spatially varying distortion (spatial distortion or image distortion) is a well known problem. The commonly used method for modeling such imaging systems assumes that the distortions (deviations from the ideal image positions) are due to factors such as lenses aberrations, misalignment of optical elements, non parallelism between image plane and sensor plane, lens curvature imperfection, each of which can be estimated using established parametric models.
Parametric model
Classical models used to estimate the spatial distortions are parametric in nature [17 19 ], typical forms include radial distortion, de centering distortion, prismatic distortion and tangential distortion. For example, one may write a radial distortion function, F, in the form
where (x d , y d ) T is the distorted position in the image plane of the undistorted point (x, y) T and m is the power of r to be a parameter used in the distortion model. Typically, the distortion function parameters are obtained at the same time as the imaging parameters in equation (5) using a non linear optimization process.
Non parametric model
If non parametric models for distortion correction are employed, then the role of the center in the mapping process generally is embedded in the distortion correction process and is not determined separately. If distortion correction is performed prior to calibration, then the only parameters to be determined during the calibration process are the magnification factors. The magnification factors typically are determined through (a) known motions of the object, (b) points on the object with known spacing, or (c) combinations of both. If distortion correction is not performed prior to calibration, then the magnification factors and the distortion parameters typically are obtained through the calibration process.
Since the SEM imaging process is based upon the interaction between atoms of the observed specimen and an e beam, as well as scanning and focusing processes that employ electro magnetic principles to perform the required functions, pre specified classical distortions are unlikely to be effective when used to estimate arbitrary aberrations or unknown (but deterministic) distortions in a complex imaging system such as an SEM. To deal with this, the method outlined by Schreier et al. [5] , which employs B Splines or other general forms, can be used to quantify the full field spatial distortions present in an SEM image.
Finally, it is noted that accurate grid targets are used in typical imaging systems to quantify spatial distortions. Since accurate grid targets used in previous non parametric distortion studies [20, 21] are likely to be difficult to realize at the micro or nano scale for the SEM, the method developed recently [5, 22] that employs arbitrary, unknown translations of the randomly speckled specimen for calibra tion at reduced length scales, is used in this current study. image pairs are used to estimate the drift distortion at each pixel location in the image. The translation sequence, which includes both horizontal and vertical motions, is used to extract the spatial distortion. Figure 3 presents a summary of the procedures used to correct for drift and spatial distortion. To correct the drift distortion, 2D DIC is performed to determine the drift dis placement vector, disp dr (X, Y), for each fixed position (X, Y) in the sensor plane. For a given image pair using the equation
Drift and Spatial Distortion Correction for Calibration
where Once the odd numbered images are corrected for drift, they are used again for image correlation. Assuming a functional form for the disparity map over the region of interest (e.g., a 2D B Spline), the disparity maps (i.e., the difference in displacement for image locations that have undergone rigid body motion) are used in a least square procedure to determine both the rigid body motions and also the best fit B Spline parameters for the disparity data [5] . Typically, the best estimates for the rigid body motions and the B Spline fitting parameters are determined simultaneously.
Because SEM images and the corresponding disparity maps have considerable electronic and measurement noise (see Fig. 1 for graphical presentation and also the discussion in "Introduction" and "Scan Process Modeling in an SEM" Sections of Part I), 4 the local drift correction model should employ a reduced order for the B Spline fit to the disparity vector data so that smoothing of the data is performed during the fitting process. This is particularly important for any differential integral approach since noisy data will introduce large oscillations in the derivatives and the resulting drift vector estimates will be less accurate.
Numerical Simulations

Generation of Disparity Data
Simulations are performed for both calibration phase and measurement phase 5 in a manner that is consistent with actual experimental conditions, with the positions of points estimated theoretically without use of the 2D DIC process [24, 25] . Using pre defined functional forms the distorted positions of a finite number of locations, (X, Y) k , are determined for each image n. The process is repeated several times, so that the distorted positions (X, Y) kn , k= 1,2,...,K, n=1,2,...,N, are determined. 6 With t n =120 s, t D =10 4 s, t R =1.071×10 2 s and an imaging array size of 1,024×884, the positions of image 3 For the initial image pair, variations in disparity across the image requires a piecewise integration over the disparity field between (0,0) and (X,Y), so that the drift at any position (X,Y) can be determined. A less accurate approach would be to integrate the estimated disp dr (X,Y; T) from T 0 to the time corresponding to (X,Y).
Correlate consecutive images in pair to obtain drift disparity maps, disp dr,n(X,Y), n = 1,3,…,N-1.
Determine drift velocity at a finite number of pixel positions, v dr(X,Y;T+tn/2). Fit 1D B-spline to time-based data at each position.
Integrate B-spline fit at each location to determine Ddr(X,Y;T). Correct each position for drift.
Correlate images for odd-numbered images to obtain disparity map for spatial distortion correction, disp sp(X,Y).
Perform optimization to determine best fit spatial distortion function parameters, a j , and translations, Ti.
Correct each position for spatial distortion by determined D sp (X,Y).
Fix spatial distortion function. Correct original drifted and distorted positions for spatial distortion.
Fix drift correction functions. Correct original drifted and distorted positions for drift distortion. points at 30 specific times (corresponding to 15 image pairs in an experiment) are generated over a total time of 128 min Between each image pair, the effect of a cross shaped translation is included in the position of each point. To distort the position of each image point, the drift distortion function D dr (t) is assumed to have a quadratic form, the spatial distortion function is assumed to have the form of a combination of cosine wave and quadratic surface. Figure 4 shows both the drift distortion curves and the spatial distortion fields. With the inclusion of random error, the distorted positions of an image point (X,Y) in image n are written
where G(X, Y;t) is a Gaussian error function with mean value 0 and a prescribed standard deviation. Instead of performing correlation, a total of 150 Â 120 ¼ 18; 000 points with a spacing of 5 pixels and an initial position located at (101,101) are calculated using equation (9) . All 15 drift disparity maps are computed using this data.
Simulation for the Calibration Figure 5 shows a direct comparison between the computed and the input drift at position (561,646). Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution for the difference between the computed and the input vertical drift for the image acquired at t=36 min 7 After the correction to remove the effects of drift, the remaining disparity maps are obtained by subtracting the positions of points in the reference image, image 1, from the positions of matching points in all other odd numbered images. The resulting disparity maps have the form
where (u n , v n ) T is the rigid body motion of other images relative to image 1.
By incorporating the disparity maps in equation (10), the procedure described in [5] is employed to perform least square bundle adjustment optimization and determine all translations and all parameters in the spatial distortion function. Figure 7 shows the difference between the computed and the input spatial distortion.
As a final check on the accuracy of the drift and spatial distortion correction method, the residual strain fields (with 7 Since the form shown in equation (10) is independent of magnifi cation, all simulations are performed in pixels. 
Discussion
The simulations assumed a total drift of 10 20 pixels over 2 h. Thus, between images in the sequence, the drift is relatively small and the local drift velocities can have considerable oscillation due to electro magnetic noise. Even so, the simulations confirmed that the method proposed will give good overall accuracy, even in the presence of substantial Gaussian noise in the measurements, when combining both drift and spatial distortion correction. Since the drift is relatively small between images, it may appear that one can simply ignore this phenomenon. How ever, our simulations indicate that ignoring or incorrectly estimating drift distortion will introduce substantial errors in the spatial distortion correction. These errors will introduce large residual strains (≈0.001) that cannot be removed from the data.
The primary emphasis in this work is to demonstrate the feasibility of extracting and removing drift and spatial distortions. Though not discussed, separate studies also confirmed that the image magnification factors (i.e., the scale factors in pixel/mm on the object) can also be extracted with relatively small errors. Here, two approaches are employed. First, with known translations, the pixel motion measured by image correlation using 15 fully corrected images is shown to be within ±0.5% of the input value. Second, with a known distance between 9 points on the image, the pixel distances computed using a relatively crude image analysis provided by FEI using fully corrected images is shown to give magnification factors that are within ±1% of the known values in all cases.
Experiments
Experimental Setup
All SEM imaging in this paper is performed in the Southeastern Electron Microscopy Center, University of South Carolina, using a FEI Quanta 200 SEM in the high vacuum mode with the BSE detector. The data acquisition process uses 8 bits to store each value of intensity in the image file. After all SEM working parameters are set and a clear image is captured on the screen, the initial images are not acquired until delaying by at least 15 min or more to avoid the observed large gradients that occur during initial transients.
For the e beam, (a) the accelerating voltage is 30 kV, (b) spot size is 3 (≈4 nm in diameter), and (c) dwell time t D = 10 4 s. The image array has a size of 1,024×884, this data corresponds to an image acquisition time t F =94.67 s. It is noted that these SEM working parameters remain fixed for the ×200 experiments. For the ×10,000 experiments, image integration is performed with 16 scans combined to represent a single image; the total image acquisition time remains fixed at t F =75.68 s with all other parameters remaining the same.
The miniature rectangular tensile specimen is machined from AL2024 T4 sheet, with a length of 50 mm, a width of 10 mm and a thickness of 1 mm. The specimen is machined in the L T orientation; the rolling direction is along the loading direction. The grain structure in the rolled sheet is characterized as "elongated pancake grains," with grain thickness of 30 μm and in plane dimensions ranging up to 1 mm in extent along the rolling direction. Figure 8 shows a top view of the miniature commercial tensile loading frame used in this study; the frame has a total weight of 2.3 kg and a load capacity of 4,300 N in the configuration shown. The frame is installed on the SEM translation stage in the chamber. To stabilize the relatively heavy load frame, the Z translation portion of the SEM stage is removed.
For comparison to the image correlation based measure ments, a single strain gage of length 6.35 mm is aligned with the loading direction and bonded to the back side of the specimen near mid length using standard experimental Fig. 7 Residual difference between the computed and the input spatial distortion. Gaussian noise with standard deviation of 0.025 pixels applied to input data. Residuals are less than±0.02 pixels throughout the field Fig. 8 Top view of the miniature tensile loading frame techniques. The lead wires are routed outside the SEM chamber via a wire port for attachment to a readout unit.
×200 Tensile Loading Experiment
At the SEM magnification of ×200, each pixel corresponds to ≈1.25 μm on the object. The working distance is 14.1 mm due to the configuration of the loading frame. Figure 9 (a) shows an SEM image of the gold patterned aluminum specimen at ×200. The pattern is applied using lithographic methods described in previous work [23 25] ; the average gold speckle size is 8 μm.
Calibration, translation and strain experiments are performed during one experimental session. To perform the calibration process described in "Imaging Model for Planar Object," Section all orthogonal translations during the calibration are performed manually via external motion controls. The translation experiment adds additional trans lated images (no strain) after completing the calibration sequence. The strain experiment adds a series of images of Fig. 9 SEM BSE images of (a) lithographically applied gold pattern on aluminum surface for ×200 magnification and (b) rearranged gold pattern on aluminum surface for ×10,000 magnification Fig. 10 Typical drift distortion functions for (a) ×200 magnification at time t 36 min and (b) ×10,000 magnification at time t 30 min the specimen undergoing uniaxial loading that is performed in load control using a Lab view program.
After completing all phases of the experiment and acquiring all of the images, the displacement fields (disparity maps) are obtained by 2D DIC using the commercial software VIC 2D. 8 The procedures outlined previously are employed to determine the drift and spatial distortion functions. Unless otherwise noted, all image correlations are performed at 150×120 pixel locations using a 43×43 pixel subset size and spacing between subset centers of 5 pixels; the first subset center is at (101,101). Thus, all disparity maps contain 18,000 points.
Calibration and distortion removal
A cross shaped motion path is performed with eight horizontal and eight vertical motions. Figure 10(a) shows the measured drift displacement field at t = 36 min Figure 11 (a) shows the measured spatial distortion correc tion functions for both horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields after completing the calibration process. Here, it is clear that the spatial distortions are much larger than the measured drift distortions at this magnification, with spatial distortion corrections up to 2 pixels in the y direction and up to 1 pixel in the x direction.
After correcting all of the calibration images for both drift and spatial distortions, the displacement gradients are computed and the strain fields determined in each of the 16 calibration images. Figure 12(a) shows that the fully corrected ( xx , ( xy and ( yy fields had average values near zero and a standard deviation of 6×10 5 .
Translations
After completing the calibration sequence, the specimen is subjected to two additional in plane translations. To obtain the drift components during the post calibration portion of the experiment, the two disparity maps are used with the disparity maps in the calibration portion to extract the drift corrections. Since the spatial distortion function is the same as computed previously, the new local drift function and the spatial distortion function are used to correct all positions in both pairs of images. After correcting the disparity data for drift and spatial distortions, experimental data indicates that the strain fields have a mean value near zero with a standard deviation of 7×10 5 , confirming that the distortion correction approach can be used effectively without altering the accuracy of the measurements.
Uniaxial strain
After completing the translation sequence, the specimen is subjected to six additional strain levels in uniaxial tension. In this study, a total of 14 images (seven pairs) are acquired, with the first two used as reference images. 9 To obtain the additional drift distortions that accumulated during the strain portion of the experiment, the disparity maps obtained by comparing the images within each pair are measured and used to determine the extended drift correction for the strain images. The spatial distortion function obtained during calibration and the new local drift function obtained for the set of strain images are used to correct all spatial positions. Figure 13 (a) presents the average strain data and the standard deviation for ( xx , ( xy and ( yy at all loading levels. Figure 14 compares the average axial strain data with strain gage results. The Young's modulus obtained from the strain gage measurements and the fully corrected image correla tion data is nearly the same, 71.1 GPa. Also shown in Fig. 14 is a plot of ( xx j j ( yy vs ( yy . The estimated value for Poisson's ratio is ≈0.33, which is consistent with the range 0.28 0.35 noted in the literature.
×10,000 Tensile Loading Experiment
The magnification of ×10,000 in our FEI Quanta 200 SEM corresponds to ≈ 0.5 nm per pixel and an imaging window of about 25.6×22.1 μm with a working distance of 14.7 mm. Following the procedures described in Part I, To have much smaller size of gold pattern on the aluminum specimen, the evaporation coating technique [26] is used instead of the photo resistance development technique for the ×200 pattern. Briefly, a thin gold coating is re arranged to develop the appropriate random pattern for the image correlation. Figure 9 (b) shows the re arranged gold pattern on the specimen surface.
Calibration and distortion removal
In the calibration phase, a series of 11 image pairs are acquired using horizontal and vertical translations. Since translations should be relatively small (less than 10 pixels, total of all translations less than ±50 pixels in each direction), to minimize the amount of image that moves outside field of view, translations are performed using an internal SEM function. Figure 15 shows the cross shaped motion path before and after performing drift and spatial distortion corrections. The fact that translations composing the actual path are not truly orthogonal reflects inaccuracies associated with application of the SEM positional function. These inaccu racies resulted in unwanted directional shifts during the translation process and will affect the accuracy of the spatial distortion estimation which assumes either horizon tal and vertical motions in the sequence. Figure 10 (b) shows the measured drift displacement field at t=30 min It is noted that the measured drift distortion fields are relatively large, especially for the vertical displacement that is perpendicular to the scan line to form the image. The 0.23 0.38 pixels non uniform drift in this case will still add at least 2.6×10 4 3.7×10 4 error to any measurement unless corrected. Furthermore, if the drift is too large, then the overlapped area may decrease so much that 2D DIC will not have sufficient area to obtain deformation fields. 10 Figure 11(b) shows the measured spatial distortion correc tion functions for both horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields after completing the calibration process, with corrections in the range of 0.5 0.5 pixels for horizontal displacement and 0.4 2.6 pixels for vertical displacement.
As shown in Fig. 12(b) , the fully corrected averaged strain components for the calibration images, ( xx , ( xy and ( yy , are below 1.5×10 4 and the standard deviation for each component is less than 1.5×10 4 . Though somewhat higher than measured at ×200 primarily due to inaccuracies in the spatial distortion process, the values are quite good and confirm that elastic deformations can be measured using an SEM for imaging.
Uniaxial strain
There are nine steps in the tensile loading experiment, with one additional pair of images before loading and after loading to the maximum value. Similar to the ×200 experiments, images are acquired 30 s after the load is increased to the required value. Figure 13 (b) presents the average strain data and standard deviation data for ( xx , ( xy and ( yy for all load ing levels, Fig. 14 presents a direct comparison between (a) uniaxial stress strain data and (b) Poisson's ratio results for both ×200 and ×10,000.
Discussion
As shown in Figs. 10 and 11 , the drift and spatial distortion correction functions at ×200 and ×10,000 are different. Even with these differences, the distortion correction procedures implemented in this study are sufficiently robust to extract them and remove the errors. Thus, the data clearly indicates that basic elastic material properties can be reasonably quantified using digital image correlation with corrected SEM images. Even at low magnification, both corrections are essential for accurate measurement of elastic response.
To quantify the importance of correcting for spatial distortion when measuring small deformations, a series of numerical studies were performed using the spatial distor tion fields for ×10,000 shown in Fig. 11(b) ; similar results were obtained at ×200. Assuming horizontal and vertical translations of 5 pixels between uncorrected images, the gradient in the spatial distortion field is used to estimate the distortion induced strain errors that would occur throughout the field of view. The strain errors due to these small translations of the images are shown in Fig. 16 . As shown in Fig. 16 , the distribution in strain errors, E( , is relatively complex, ranging from À1:5 Â 10 4 E( xx þ1 Â 10 4 ; À3:3 Â 10 4 E( xy þ4:3 Â 10 4 a n d À4 Â 10 4 E( yy þ6 Â 10 4 . It is important to note that these errors increase with image translation, with the maximum E( yy 10 As is discussed in detail in "Discussion" and shown in Fig. 16 , the average drift displacement will couple with the spatial distortion field and introduce large spatial distortions. before correction after drift correction after both correction Fig. 15 Actual and corrected translation path during calibration at ×10,000 magnification exceeding +1×10 3 for an 8 pixel translation. Furthermore, since temporally varying drift will introduce image trans lations, coupling exists at all times between spatial and drift distortions and confirms the importance of drift distortion removal for accurate, image based deformation measurements. For magnifications ranging from ×100 to ×500, the noise in SEM images has been shown to introduce random displacement variations in the image correlation measure ments (43×43 subsets, subset center spacing of 5 pixels) with a range±0.1 pixels. Using Gaussian noise with this range, our studies have shown that the noise can be removed from the measurements using a Butterworth Filter with a spatial cutoff wavelength equal to half of the subset size (22 pixels), without decreasing the spatial frequency content of the underlying displacement measurements. Specifically, after using the Butterworth Filter the standard deviation in the measured strains is less than 1×10 4 for all components with a spatial resolution of 43 pixels for the Fig. 16 Strain error fields, E( , measured when uncorrected images are translated five pixels horizontally (U) and vertically (V). Errors estimated using gradients of measured spatial distortion field measurements, the same spatial resolution expected using a 43×43 subset. Thus, the results confirm that distortion correction algorithms and data reduction are effective in converting the SEM into a quantitative measurement system for either elastic or elastic plastic deformations. Inspection of the disparity maps obtained at ×10,000 shows clearly an increase in variability relative to data obtained at ×200. Specific reasons include (a) inaccuracies in the calibration path directions, (b) non optimal density of random pattern, (c) image contrast, and (d) image stability over time. Improvements in each of these areas should increase the accuracy of measurements at high magnification.
Initial experimental results at ×10,000 indicate (a) displace ment noise levels in the range±0.2 pixels which is approxi mately double the range obtained at ×200, and (b) high frequency variations in displacement that are similar to that obtained at ×200. These results suggest that the strains will have a standard deviation ≈1.2×10
4 with a spatial resolution of 43 pixels, implying that the Butterworth Filter for noise removal can be extended to high magnification for metrolog ical measurements.
The measured drift function at ×10,000 is 1 to 2 orders of magnitude larger than seen at ×200, with the component in the direction perpendicular to each scan line having a different trend. Even with these differences, the general methodology has been shown to be effective for removing drift distortions at all magnifications.
Given the wide range of SEM systems available today, it is worth noting several points regarding this issue. First, the Quanta 200 SEM used in these studies employs a tungsten filament for electron emission, maintaining a voltage on the anode throughout the imaging process, an option that is known to improve the accuracy and repeatability of the e beam scan.
Second, though Field Emission Guns (FEGs) are generally perceived to be more stable than Tungsten Electron Guns (TEGs), it is known that cold FEGs are intrinsically less stable because they are "flashed" prior to use each day; this rapid heat cool cycle tends to introduce creep in the tip, a process that may last an hour or more, resulting in a significant impact on imaging stability.
Third, the stability of a system may be a function of the settings employed during the imaging process. For exam ple, we observed defocus and increased drift during one set of experiments using an FEG, with at least a portion of the instability attributed to a low temperature setting on a cold water source. 11 
Concluding Remarks
In sharp contrast with the approach of early SEM measure ments, where the investigators simply accepted the accura cy obtainable and successfully performed their studies for important problems amenable to such limitations, this work presents and validates a general approach that successfully extends the range of measurements obtainable in an SEM to the small deformation (elastic) regime so that full elastic plastic deformation studies can be performed in an SEM.
The novel method outlined in this work relies on a combination of drift distortion correction and a priori spatial distortion correction so that accurate elastic and elastic plastic deformation measurements can be obtained using SEM images; both corrections are essential to obtain accurate deformation measurements throughout the field.
Our experimental studies have clearly shown the importance of the quality of both the microscope translation stage used for calibration movements and the miniature tensile loading system. In most SEM systems, (a) transla tion stage movements are performed by click and drag processes that are relatively inaccurate, (b) translation stage control systems are generally prone to backlash and/or overshoot, and (c) stages generally have few features available to maintain constant height and orientation of the stage; ±0.5 degrees is a typical accuracy for rotational position on most SEM systems. Given these issues, it is essential that baseline studies be performed to identify potential problems prior to performing the critical experi ments. Regarding the miniature loading frame used to load the specimen, issues such as specimen misalignment, inadequate specimen gripping, imprecise loading and/or applied displacement and instability of loading platform within the SEM must be addressed and resolved to ensure repeatability in the 2D measurements.
Simulation results have shown that typical drift process es in an SEM can be adequately reconstructed using local drift velocity measurements. However, if higher gradients in drift are present during the early stages of image acquisition, the simulations also show that image acquisi tion time should be reduced and additional images acquired during this period for accurate drift reconstruction, a situation that may not be feasible with a given microscope. In practice, image acquisition should be conducted 15 30 min after the first SEM scans are initiated so that the gradients in drift are reduced to a more manageable level.
